Produce Market Update
Week of June 21, 2019
VEGETABLE

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Asparagus

Peru, Mexico

The market is active—XL and Jumbo are off a bit with Standard and
Large creeping up. Baja and Central Mexico are steady, and Peru is
heading into their winter decline. Quality is good.

Beans—Green ALERT

Mexico, TX, FL

The market has been affected by multiple weather events spread
across all growing regions. Quality is fair to poor. Order fill for the next
3-4 weeks will be very challenging.

Broccoli & Broccolini

CA, Mexico

Quality is fair to good with occasional discoloration, brown bead,
sunburn, pin rot, and yellowing. Markets remain steady.

Cabbage

CA, Mexico, FL

Carrots

CA

Cauliflower

CA AZ

Celery ALERT

CA,

Corn

CA

Cucumbers

Mexico, FL,
Honduras

Eggplant

Mexico, CA, FL

CA red cabbage supplies are very short. Green is performing better but
still short for this time of year.
Quality is steady, as processors watch for inconsistent sizing and stemend damage, which are normal effects of heat waves.
Quality is fair to good with occasional bruising and some discoloration.
The market is showing signs of activity but continues to have good
supply to meet all demand.
Supply remains affected by February’s planting gap, but partial relief is
on the horizon now that Salinas is ramping up. Quality is also showing
improvement, and QA is watching for inconsistent sizing and insect
damage.
CA supplies are steady, but we are expecting markets to be a bit more
active next week.
Retail cucumber supplies are short with a strong market. This will
continue until new crop cucumbers start. Off-grade cucumbers are
plentiful, quality is good, and the market is weak.
The CA market remains active with moderate volume. GA is showing
more volume.

Garlic

CA, Europe,
Mexico
Mexico, USA,
Canada

Herbs
Cilantro ALERT
Lettuce—Iceberg, Leaf,
and Romaine ALERT

CA

CA’s storage crop is ending, bringing offshore garlic. You may see
variation in clove size, color, and aromatics.
The cilantro market is active on all packs due to high heat. Poor quality
and limited availability is expected for the next 7-10 days on all packs.
Quality and supply on other herbs is good to very good.
All leaf and lettuce markets are extremely active and challenged with
supply. Expect strong markets for the next 2 weeks. Iceberg: Fair
quality, inconsistent sizing and dense product as well as heavy insect
activity. Leaf: Fair quality (improved), burn, insect activity, and
cupping. Romaine: Poor to fair at best, burn, insect activity, wind
damage, inconsistent sizing, and mildew.

Lettuce—Spring Mix

CA

Mushrooms

USA, Canada,
Mexico
WA, CA, TX

Onions—Red, White,
Yellow

Fair quality at best, and texture remains weak following last week’s
historic heat wave.
Markets are steady with good supply meeting all demand.
The market remains active, and demand exceeds supply. NM supplies
are tight and CA production is light with lower yields. Expect loading
delays and an active market through the summer.

Onions—Green

Mexico

Peas—Snow & Snaps
ALERT

Guatemala,
Mexico, CA

Peppers—Chiles

Mexico, FL

Supplies are steady with good quality. We could start seeing some
gaps in production and markets increasing.

Peppers— Green, Red
& Yellow ALERT

Mexico, FL

Potatoes—Russet

ID, WA, CO, WI

Potatoes – Red, White
& Yukon
Potatoes—Sweet

WA, ID, ND, CA,
FL
CA, MS, NC, LA

All pepper markets are active. Supplies on green bells are light out
East and the West has finished in Coachella, CA—placing heavy
demand on San Joaquin Valley’s production. Red and yellow volume
are on the decline out of Coachella and the San Joaquin Valley is slated
to start mid-July. Demand is out-pacing supply.
The market is stronger on 40–50cts in ID, all other regions are holding
steady. Quality is good.
The market is active on reds and yellows as FL and other regions wind
down.
The market is active and will remain so until the new crop starts with
good volume. Quality is fair to good.

Spinach ALERT

CA

Poor to fair quality at best. Mechanical damage following weak texture
is due to last week’s historic heat wave. The market is short in supply
with strong demand.

Squash—Yellow &
Zucchini

Mexico, CA, FL

Yellow squash is very short and limited in supply. The market is—and
will remain—strong. Zucchini supply is steady, and quality is good.

Tomatoes

FL, GA, SC, CA &
Mexico

East: SC, South GA, and northern FL production is light with declining
volume on smaller sized fruit. Recent rainfall has caused some quality
concerns among shippers. West: Vine ripened fruit out of Nogales &
McAllen supplies are light. Northern CA has started in a small way, but
light until additional growers begin harvest later this month.

Fair to good quality as temps in the growing regions are extreme, night
harvest will begin moving forward to avoid triple digit temps.
Due to accelerated quality issues in CA from rain, suppliers are
experiencing a 25% yield loss, resulting in a shortage of Sugar Snap
peas for about 2 weeks. Product out of Guatemala is also very limited.

FRUIT

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Apples

WA

Avocados ALERT

Mexico, CA, Peru,
Dominican
Republic

Bananas

Central America

Berries—Black, Blue,
& Raspberry

Mexico, CA

Berries—Strawberry
ALERT

CA,

Citrus—Grapefruit

TX, CA

The market is steady. The domestic storage crop is ending, and we are
starting to see some varieties wrapping up.
The market is extremely active, and supplies are limited. Combined
volume from Mexico, CA, and Peru is not enough to meet demand.
Flexibility on size, grade and country of origin will be needed to fill
orders. An active market is expected for 3-4 weeks.
Markets are steady with good production and consistent demand.
Quality is good to very good.
Mix berries are doing better this week as they recover from the recent
weather challenges. Look for continued improvement on all for the
coming weeks.
Strawberry harvest estimates continue to decrease as much as 30-40%
so far, as growers are challenged with fruit quality and low yields. Low
supplies will continue into July.
The market is steady with good quality.

Citrus—Lemons

CA

Citrus—Limes

Mexico

Citrus—Oranges

CA

Grapes—Green & Red

Chile, Peru

Kiwifruit

Pears

CA, Italy, Greece,
Chile, N. Zealand
AZ, Mexico,
Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa
Rica
CA, Mexico,
Honduras,
Guatemala
WA,

Pineapple

Central America

Melons—Cantaloupe
& Honeydew

Melons—Watermelon

The market is stronger on small sizes and they will be light in supply
through the summer. Quality is generally good.
The lime market has stabilized. Sporadic rain may affect markets
occasionally.
The market is stronger on small sizes and supplies will be light through
the summer. Quality is generally good.
Warm weather is finally bringing on maturity. Volume is increasing,
and markets are decreasing. Quality is improving with higher sugar
levels.
The market is steady, and supplies are meeting demand. Quality is
good to very good.
Central AZ cantaloupe production will begin to seasonally wind down
by early next week. Sizing will lean towards larger fruit with small fruit
limited. Honeydew production is limited out of the desert and Mexican
crossings have been limited the past few weeks. Sizing is mostly large.
Good supplies of fruit available

Quality is good, and the market is slightly high as WA nears their end.
The market up as we head into the summer season for Costa Rica.
Expect markets to be active for the summer as growers manage
through some production gaps.

Information is subject to market fluctuations and meant to be used only as a guide.
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